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Single door panic device diagram

Double door panic device diagram

Introduction to Escape device
EN1125:1997- Emergency escape push rod lock

This standard includes product type, level of use, number of tests, 
door weight, corrosion resistance, product performance 
requirements, testing instruments, testing methods and product 
identification. ICONS and supplementary instructions are also 
attached to this standard.

Range
The main purpose of the glossary is for the easy use of emergency 
escape locks

level
This standard USES nine-digit coding, and each digit represents 
the performance achieved after testing against this standard

First code - level of use
There's only one level
Level 3: High utilization rate and high misoperation rate

Second code - number of use
There are two levels for European standards and two levels for 
American standards
Level 6:100,000 reps Level 6: million reps
Level 7:200,000 times level 7:2 million times

Third bit code - check gate weight
There are two levels
Level 5: Maximum 100kg
Level 6: Maximum 200kg

Fourth code - Fire resistance
There are two levels
Level 0: Not applicable to fire doors
Level 1: Applicable to fire doors. All fittings on fire doors must have 
been fire tested

Fifth bit code- Security
All emergency escape systems must be secure
There is only one level: level 1

Sixth code - corrosion resistance
According to The European standard EN 1670 the two grades are 
as follows:
Level 3: High corrosion resistance
Level 4: Ultra-high corrosion resistance

Seventh code - security
Only one level is specified
Level 2: Intermediate anti-theft, the emergency escape door is 
mainly open from the inside out,
Security is more important than security

Eighth code - mounting dimensions
According to the distance from the door surface, 
there are two levels as follows:
Level 1: The maximum distance between the push 
rod and the door is 150mm(standard distance)
Level 2: The maximum distance between the push 
rod and the door is 100mm (narrow distance)

Ninth digit code - putter type
There are two similar types as follows:
Class A: Panic bar, as shown in the figure
Class B: Panic exit device, as shown in the figure

Configuration of fire doors
The emergency escape device installed on the fire door 
must pass the fire test to prove that the entire fire door fully 
meets the fire requirements

specification
According to the use and occupancy rate of the building, it 
is necessary to determine whether the emergency escape 
device conforming to this standard should be installed. In 
public buildings, public entertainment places, shopping 
malls and public places where most people have no escape 
knowledge, it is necessary to install the emergency escape 
device that is easy to operate and easy to find. See 
EN1125 for details.

For safety reasons, the Type A pressure bar cannot be 
longer than the two ends, which means that for tone-tone-
to-tone-to-door, the traditional English "double escape bolt" 
cannot be used. If you want to use it, there is only one way 
to solve this problem, that is, the single escape bolt is 
installed with the passive door fan, and the escape wind 
tongue is installed on the active door fan.

Level 2 emergency escape devices should be installed in 
areas with limited width or door switch Angle less than 90°.

The escape lever shall have sufficient installation length, 
not less than 50% of the width of the door
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AFB-32 

Wooden automatic hidden bolt 
DPS-03 
ANSI Floor Socket 
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Material: 304stainless steel 

Finish: 630 (U32D) Satin 

Feature: Active door closed, bolt outstretched 

Application: wood double door or unequal double door, automatically fixed, do not 

need distinguish left or right 

Agency certification: pass 

GB12955-2008 
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Material: 304 stainless steel 
Finish: 630 (U32D) Satin 
Version: Bolt aperture up to 19mm(3/4") spring force suits semi automatic/fully 
automatic flush bolts 
Application: For flush bolts as alternative to striking plate prevents dirt settling in the 
bolt apertu「e
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